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Abstract
Social behaviors such as cooperation are crucial for mammals. A deeper knowledge of the neuronal mechanisms under-

lying cooperation can be beneficial for people suffering from pathologies with impaired social behavior. Our aim was to

study the brain activity when two animals synchronize their behavior to obtain a mutual reinforcement. In a previous work,

we showed that the activity of the prelimbic cortex (PrL) was enhanced during cooperation in rats, especially in the ones

leading most cooperative trials (leader rats). In this study, we investigated the specific cells in the PrL contributing to

cooperative behaviors. To this end, we collected rats’ brains at key moments of the learning process to analyze the levels of

c-FOS expression in the main cellular groups of the PrL. Leader rats showed increased c-FOS activity in cells expressing

D1 receptors during cooperation. Besides, we analyzed the levels of anxiety, dominance, and locomotor behavior, finding

that leader rats are in general less anxious and less dominant than followers. We also recorded local field potentials (LFPs)

from the PrL, the nucleus accumbens septi (NAc), and the basolateral amygdala (BLA). A spectral analysis showed that

delta activity in PrL and NAc increased when rats cooperated, while BLA activity in delta and theta bands decreased

considerably during cooperation. The PrL and NAc also increased their connectivity in the high theta band during

cooperation. Thus, the present work identifies the specific PrL cell types engaged in this behavior, as well as the way this

information is propagated to selected downstream brain regions (BLA, NAc).

Keywords Cooperative behavior � Local field potential � Operant conditioning � Prelimbic cortex � Basolateral amygdala �
Nucleus accumbens septi � D1 � D2 receptors � C-Fos

Abbreviations
BLA Basolateral amygdala

LFPs Local field potentials

PrL Prelimbic cortex

NAc Nucleus accumbens septi

Introduction

In nature, many species live in groups to obtain greater

benefits than by acting alone (Crawford 1941; Eisenberg

and Miller 1987; Raihani and Bshary 2011; Decety and

Svetlova 2012). Social behaviors, such as cooperation, are

a powerful way of improving the access to resources

(Crawford 1937; Petit et al. 1992) and require a precise

synchronization of animal activities (Nessler and Gilliland

2009). For humans, social behavior is the foundational

structure of our society.

Since the publication of classic social interaction studies

in non-human primates (Chalmeau et al. 1997; Mendres

and de Waal 2000; Hirata and Fuwa 2007), the number of

papers focusing on prosocial behaviors has grown steadily.

In the last 20 years, researchers have developed successful

protocols for studying cooperative and helping behaviors in

laboratory rats (Schuster and Perelberg 2004; Rutte and

Taborsky 2007; Łopuch and Popik 2011; Bartal et al. 2011;
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Hernandez-Lallement et al. 2015; Márquez et al. 2015;

Sato et al. 2015). These studies have been aimed at the

analysis of behavioral and cognitive strategies involved in

cooperation, but information regarding the brain mecha-

nisms underlying social behaviors and the internal drives

for cooperation remains scarce.

In recent years, some studies have recorded electrical

activity and calcium transients from a variety of brain

structures during social behaviors—mainly social

approaching (Felix-Ortiz and Tye 2014; Gunaydin et al.

2014; Lee et al. 2016; Minami et al. 2017), social com-

petition (Zhou et al. 2017, 2018; Kingsbury et al. 2019),

and helping behavior (Ben Ami Bartal et al. 2021). How-

ever, to our knowledge, no study has reported on brain

activity during synchronized cooperative behaviors.

In 1962, Skinner stated that the responses of two

organisms that occur in close temporal proximity—a

cooperative contingency—could be considered a social

unit of behavior. Our main aim here was to study brain

activity in pairs of animals that are synchronizing their

behaviors by climbing onto a platform in temporal prox-

imity to obtain a mutual reinforcement. We asked whether

their brain activity recorded during cooperation is also

synchronized or, alternatively, different for each of them.

In a previous study, we recorded LFPs in the PrL cortex

of couples of rats during the performance of a cooperation

task, finding that the PrL is involved at the moment of

cooperation, especially in the rats designated leaders—

namely, the ones adjusting their behavior to that of their

partner to cooperate (Conde-Moro et al. 2019).

In this work, we aimed to study which particular PrL

cell types (pyramidal cells and/or local interneurons) were

involved in the acquisition of the cooperative task and

whether the different LFP activities observed in the two

groups of rats (leaders or followers) would also be con-

firmed at the cellular level. Four groups of rats performed

the cooperation experiment, and their brains were collected

at key behavioral phases to analyze c-FOS expression in

the main PrL cellular subgroups. For this, we identified

specific neuronal types from the PrL cortex engaged in the

acquisition of a cooperative task. As a result, we observed

that rats leading the cooperation trials (designated leaders)

presented an increased activation of D1-receptor contain-

ing neurons in the PrL during cooperation.

With the aim of determining how social neural com-

mands are spread from the PrL to related brain structures,

in an additional experiment we recorded LFPs from the PrL

and subcortical structures such as the NAc and the BLA,

which have previously been shown to receive projections

from and send projections to PrL neurons (Sessack et al.

1989; Vertes et al., 2004; Gabbott et al. 2005; Goto and

Grace 2005; Hoover and Vertes 2007; Murugan et al.

2017). Specifically, the PrL cortex has differential

projections to these two areas and present different func-

tional capabilities in relation to cooperative learning, social

interactions, active avoidance, and conditioned fear (Vidal-

Gonzalez et al. 2006; Minami et al. 2017; Conde-Moro

et al. 2019; Capuzzo and Floresco, 2020) and peculiar

synaptic interactions across pre- and post-synaptic NMDA

receptors (Bertocchi et al. 2023). In agreement with these

contentions, here we show here that the electrical activity

of the PrL and NAc increased when rats were cooperating,

while the BLA activity increased before cooperation. The

PrL and NAc showed increased functional connectivity at

the moment of cooperation on the platform, whereas during

the individual phase the highest connectivity between these

structures was found before rats climbed individually onto

the platform.

Methods

Experimental subjects

Experiments were carried out with male Lister Hooded rats

(3 months old, 250–300 g at the beginning of the experi-

ments) provided by an authorized supplier (Charles River

Laboratories, Barcelona, Spain). Upon their arrival at Pablo

de Olavide Animal House (Seville, Spain), animals were

housed in pairs in Plexiglas� cages until the end of the

experiments and were trained through all experimental

phases with the same partner. Rats were randomly paired

and were kept on a 12-h light/dark cycle (from 8:00 am to

8:00 pm local time) with constant ambient temperature

(21.5 ± 1 �C) and humidity (55 ± 8%). Unless otherwise

indicated, animals had food and water available ad libitum.

All the experiments were carried out following the guide-

lines of the European Union Council (2010/63/EU) and

Spanish regulations (BOE 34/11370–421, 2013) for the use

of laboratory animals in chronic experiments. Experiments

were also approved by the local Ethics Committee (06/03/

2018/025) of Pablo de Olavide University.

Apparatus for social interactions

Cooperation experiments were carried out in a double

Skinner box customized by our team (Fig. 1A, B) and

consisting of two adjacent Skinner modules, each mea-

suring 29.2 9 24.1 9 21 cm (MED Associates, St.

Albans, VT, USA), separated by a grille partition that

allowed animals to see, hear, and smell each other and to

have partial physical contact (see Conde-Moro et al. 2019).

Each box was equipped with a green platform (4.5 cm in

height 9 7 cm in width) with five infrared beams that

detected when the rat was on it, a LED light, and a food

dispenser where food pellets (Noyes formula P; 45 mg;
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Sandown Scientific, Hampton, Middlesex, UK) were

delivered after the rat climbed onto the platform.

Before experiments, and in other to increase the interest

of the experimental animals for the selected instrumental

task, rats were handled daily for 10 days and food-deprived

until they reached an 85% of their free-feeding weight.

Once the selected weight was reached, rats were habituated

to the test room for two 10-min free-exploration sessions in

an empty Plexiglas� box, different from the experimental

box. Between use for each pair of animals, apparatus and

cages were cleaned with 5% ethanol and dried with paper.

Cooperation experiment

During phase I, pairs of animals were placed in the adja-

cent Skinner boxes for 20 min and were free to explore the

cage (Fig. 1C). Each time an animal stayed on the platform

for[ 500 ms, a pellet of food was delivered to the feeder,

following a fixed-ratio schedule (FR 1:1) until the estab-

lished criterion was reached—that is, to climb onto the

platform C 60 times/session for two consecutive days.

A LED light located above the feeder indicated when a

pellet of food was delivered.

For phase II (simultaneous cooperative task), within the

same set-up, animals had to climb and stay on their plat-

forms simultaneously for[ 500 ms to obtain a mutual

reward (Fig. 1D). If either of the animals climbed onto the

platform and went to the feeder on its own, the trial was

considered wrong (for acting individually) and there would

be no reward for either of them. Animals were trained daily

until reaching the established criterion—that is, to climb

simultaneously onto the platform to get the mutual

reward C 40 times/session for at least two consecutive

days. Conditioning programs, LFP recordings, platform

climbs, and delivered reinforcements were monitored and

recorded. All room lights, except for dim light, were

Fig. 1 Apparatus and cooperative test. A, A diagram representing the

content of each Skinner module. Each module was equipped with a

food dispenser, where reinforcements were delivered, and a green

platform equipped with infrared lights that detected the rat. B, A

diagram representing the experimental setting for the cooperation

experiments, where pairs of rats were placed in the double Skinner

box for the two phases of the experiment. A metallic grille, that

allowed partial physical contact, separated the two Skinner modules.

C, Cooperative test. In phase I, animals were trained to individually

climb onto a platform and stay on it for[ 500 ms to get a food pellet

in a fixed ratio (1:1) schedule. D, In phase II, animals were trained to

climb onto the platforms and to stay on them simultaneously

for[ 500 ms to get a food pellet for each of them. Training sessions

lasted for 20 min. The number of experimental sessions is indicated in

gray below the diagrams
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switched off before each experimental session to improve

the rats’ comfort.

Experimental design

Two cohorts of rats participated in this study. The objective

with the first cohort, consisting of 40 animals (38 at the end

of the experiment that carried out all tests), was to study the

effects of the cooperation experiment and the different

roles developed by each rat (leader or follower) in the main

cell types of the PrL cortex, using immuno-colocalization

analysis. The objective with the second cohort, consisting

of 18 animals (10 at the end of the experiment with good

recordings), was to study the effect of cooperation not only

in the PrL but also in subcortical projection areas (NAc and

BLA), using in vivo recording and analysis of the LFPs

collected in the aforementioned areas.

Surgery

To prepare animals for the in vivo electrophysiological

experiment, rats were anesthetized with 1–2.5% isoflurane

delivered by a rat anesthesia mask (David Kopf Instru-

ments, Tujunga, CA, USA). Isoflurane was supplied from a

calibrated Fluotec 5 (Fluotec-Olmeda, Tewksbury, MA,

USA) vaporizer, at a flow rate of 1–3 L/min oxygen

(AstraZeneca, Madrid, Spain).

For LFP recordings, and following the Paxinos and

Watson atlas (2007), animals were chronically implanted

with two sets of recording electrodes aimed at the right PrL

cortex (3.24 mm anterior, 0.5 mm lateral to bregma, and

2.5 mm from brain surface) and the right NAc Core

(2.0 mm anterior and 1.5 mm lateral to bregma, and

6.5 mm from brain surface) and one set of recording

electrodes aimed at the BLA (2.28 mm posterior and 5 mm

lateral to bregma, and 7.5 mm from brain surface).

All electrodes were handmade from 50 lm, Teflon-

coated, tungsten wire (Advent Research, Eynsham, UK).

Each electrode set consisted of two tungsten wires with a

separation between tips of & 0.3 mm. The Teflon coating

was removed from the first 200 lm of each cable tip for

better wire surface exposure. A bare silver wire was affixed

to the bone as ground. All the implanted wires were sol-

dered to sockets (RS Amidata) that were fixed to the skull

with six small bone anchor screws (Stoelting Co., Woo-

dale, IL, USA) and dental cement.

Perfusion and histology

Nissl staining. At the end of the experiments, rats were

deeply re-anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine

(100 mg/kg) and medetomidine (0.1 mg/kg) and perfused

transcardially with saline and 4% paraformaldehyde in

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 0.1 M, pH 7.4). Brains

were cryoprotected with 30% sucrose in PBS for a few

days, after which 50 lm coronal sections were obtained

with a sliding freezing microtome (Leica SM2000R, Nus-

sloch, Germany). Selected sections that included the

implanted areas were mounted on gelatinized glass slides

and stained using the Nissl technique with 0.1% toluidine

blue to reveal the final location of recording electrodes in

the PrL cortex, NAc, and BLA (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Brain collection and preparation for immunofluores-

cence. To collect the brain tissue at key moments of the

cooperation acquisition, three groups started the coopera-

tion experiment and rats from each group were sacrificed at

a different point of the experiment (Fig. 2A).

Group 1 was the individual group, which performed the

protocol until reaching the criterion for the individual

phase (i.e., getting C 60 pellets of food for two consecu-

tive days). Group 2 was the cooperation group, which

performed all phases of the protocol until they reached the

criterion for the cooperation phase (i.e., C 40 pellets for

two consecutive days), and Group 3 completed the whole

experimental protocol (i.e., they completed the 10 sessions

of the cooperation phase even after reaching criterion). The

control group, which underwent the same protocols as the

remaining rats but did not perform the cooperation exper-

iments, were sacrificed in a scattered way, distributed along

with the perfusion of the other groups (i.e., 3 rats perfused

along with group 1, 3 rats with group 2, and 4 rats with

group 3, always counterbalancing the order with those from

experimental groups). Rats from the control group were

handled 2 min per day on the same days that the other

animals were performing experiments and were perfused

100 min after the first opening of the cage for handling.

The order in which each pair started the experiments every

day was counterbalanced.

As explained before, rats performed the cooperation

experiment until they reached the criterion for their group.

The day after reaching criterion, animals performed a

reminder session of 15 min, and 85 min later were anes-

thetized (i.p.) with pentobarbital (150 mg/kg) and sacri-

ficed by transcardial perfusion using 0.9% saline solution.

After perfusion, rats’ brains were carefully removed and

kept in PFA 4% at 4 8C for one day and put into a sucrose

solution (30%) at 4 8C for 3 days or until brains sank in the

solution. When brains were ready, they were frozen with

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 8C. Afterward, brain areas

of interest were serially cut at the cryostat (Leica, CM3050

S) in coronal Sects. (30 lm thick) and kept in a cryopro-

tectant solution (30% glycerol, 30% ethylene glycol, and

0.2 M phosphate buffer) at - 20 8C.
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Immunofluorescence

Free-floating sections were labeled for c-FOS, DAPI, and

one of the antibodies against the target cell types of the PrL

cortex. Sections were washed three times in 0.1 M phos-

phate buffer and blocked with 0.1 M phosphate buffer

containing 10% Triton (VWR, M143-1L) and 5% normal

donkey serum (Merck Millipore S30-100 mL). After that,

sections were incubated for 40 h at 4 8C with rabbit anti-c-

FOS (Synaptic Systems, 226,003) or goat anti-c-FOS

(Santa Cruz, sc-52-G) and one of the following primary

antibodies: mouse anti-GAD67 for staining GABAergic

cells (Merck & Co., MAB5406), goat anti-Substance P for

staining D1-containing cells (Santa Cruz, sc-9758), and

rabbit anti-Met Enkephalin for staining D2-containing

cells, (Abcam, ab22620). The sections were then incubated

for 2 h in one of the secondary antibodies: donkey anti-

mouse Alexa 647 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, A-31571) for

GAD67, donkey anti-goat Alexa 488 (Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific, A-11055) for Substance P, donkey anti-rabbit Alexa

568 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, A-10042) for Met-Enke-

phalin, and donkey anti-rabbit Alexa 568 (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, A-10042) or donkey anti-goat Alexa 488

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, A-11055) for c-FOS. After

washing in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, the sections were

incubated for 10 min in DAPI (Sigma Aldrich), rinsed, and

mounted with Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech). Images

were taken with a confocal microscope (Zeiss, LSM700)

using a 20 9 objective and were captured at the same

coordinates for each animal (see Hollis et al. 2015).

For immunofluorescence quantification, we used the

imageJ/FIJI software. We calculated each channel back-

ground by measuring four random background areas and

calculating the mean, which was subtracted from each

channel. Cells were delineated with a Huang threshold to

label those cells stained with DAPI within 50–200 pixels.

Once we had this number of cells, we counted how many of

them were also labeled with c-FOS and the antibody of

interest, and converted it to a percentage.

Anxiety, social dominance, and locomotor
activity

To find out behavioral traits that could predict which rats

from the groups that did not complete the cooperative

phase of the experiment (control group and group 1) would

develop a leader or follower role in the future (denomi-

nated here as predicted leaders and predicted followers),

all animals of the immunofluorescence experiment,

including the control group, underwent a battery of tests to

measure their basal levels of anxiety, locomotor behavior,

and social dominance before the cooperation experiment.

Open field test (OFT). The OFT is used to assess anxi-

ety-like and locomotor behaviors. It consists of a walled,

square open arena (42 9 42 9 34.2 cm). The animal is

placed near the wall and can explore the arena for 10 min.

For analysis, the arena is divided into 3 parts: a center zone

unprotected and more anxiogenic for the animals, an

intermediate zone, and an outer zone, the closest to the

walls and least anxiogenic for the animals. After 10 min, a

novel object is placed in the center of the open field arena.

The parameters analyzed for this study were the total dis-

tance traveled and the percentage of time spent in each

zone. Between use for each animal, the arena was cleaned

with 5% ethanol and dried with paper.

Elevated plus maze (EPM). The EPM is used to assess

anxiety-like behavior. This metallic apparatus consists of

an elevated platform (71 cm above the ground) with arms

shaped like a plus sign. The two closed arms

(49 9 10 9 40 cm) are protected by walls, and the two

opposing open arms (49 9 10 cm) are unprotected, which

is more anxiogenic for the animals. The closed and open

arms are connected by a central square area (10 9 10 cm).

At the beginning of the test, animals were individually

placed in the central area of the maze, facing a closed arm,

and let explore the apparatus for 5 min. After every trial,

bFig. 2 Immunofluorescence procedure and cooperation performance.

A, Immunofluorescence procedure. Animals were randomly allocated

into 4 groups: control group (blue), group 1 (purple), group 2 (pink),

and group 3 (dark red). All animals underwent a battery of behavioral

tests before the cooperation experiment: open field test (OFT),

elevated plus maze (EPM), water competition test (WCT), and food

competition test (FCT). After that, groups 1, 2, and 3 started the

cooperation experiment. Animals in the control group remained in

their home cages during the cooperation experiment and were handled

and weighed daily as the remaining animals. Animals from groups

1–3 were anesthetized and perfused after reaching the established

criteria (indicated by syringe icons in the image), while animals from

the control group were sacrificed in a scattered way, distributed along

with the perfusion of the other groups (see methods). All brains were

cryoprotected, and coronal sections of the PrL cortex were labeled for

c-FOS, DAPI, and selected antibodies against GABAergic and

dopaminergic neurons (D1- and D2-containing cells). B–F, Cumula-

tive records showing the acquisition curves for individual and

cooperative phases. All groups except the control performed the

cooperation experiment. B, Group 1 learned to individually climb and

sit on the platform to get a pellet of food, showing a steep slope

between the third and the last day of training: average ± SD slope for

group 1, 76.801 ± 22.46. The cumulative line stops at the day that

rats reached the criterion and were euthanized and perfused. C, D,

Groups 2 and 3 performed the individual phase completely and all the

animals reached the criterion, showing a steep slope from day 3 to 10

(group 2, slope = 77.03 ± 26.01; and group 3, slope = 94.24 ±

27.45). E, F, After learning the individual task, groups 2 and 3 were

placed again in the double Skinner box for phase II (cooperative).

This time, they had to coordinate their behavior (climbing and staying

together on the platform for[ 500 ms) to get a pellet of food. All rats

learned the task successfully, showing a steep slope from session 3 to

their last session (group 2, slope = 87.82 ± 17.31; group 3,

slope = 82.45 ± 14.04)
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the maze was cleaned with 5% ethanol and dried with

paper. The parameters analyzed for this experiment were

the time spent in the open and closed arms and the center

zone.

Water and Food competition tests (WCT, FCT). To

measure social dominance, we used the water and food

competition tests, in which animals compete for resources

after a time of deprivation (Cordero and Sandi 2007). The

water competition test (WCT) is used to assess social

dominance between rats. The experiments took place in the

housing cages where rats lived in cohabitation for at least

1 week before the test. Animals were water-deprived for

6 h before the test and marked on the back for identifica-

tion. A single bottle of water was placed in an accessible

part of the cage at the beginning of the test, and the rats’

behavior recorded for 10 min after the bottle is introduced.

For the food competition test (FCT), which also took

place in the home cages, the protocol was similar to the

water competition test, but instead of water, we placed 10

pellets of palatable food (Noyes formula P; 45 mg; San-

down Scientific, Hampton, Middlesex, UK) in the middle

of the cage. Rats were food-deprived for 12 h before the

test.

The WCT and FCT sessions were also recorded and

social behaviors such as aggression or displacements from

the feeder or water bottle were computed. Social domi-

nance was determined by the summation of the total

duration of water consumption and the number of food

pellets eaten by each rat in the pair.

General statistical analyses

Data for quantification of animal performance in the

Skinner boxes were selected and analyzed offline using

Spike 2 software (Cambridge Electronics Design) and

statistically analyzed afterwards using Sigma Plot 11. LFP

power spectra, spectrograms, coherence spectra, and

coherograms from different groups and conditions were

statistically compared using Chronux customized scripts

(Mitra and Bokil 2008; Bokil et al. 2010) to obtain the

jackknife estimates of the variance and of Z-statistics (for

details refer to Bokil et al. 2007).

For multivariate statistics assessments, both parametric

[One-way ANOVAs, with and without repeated measures

(RM)] and non-parametric [One-way ANOVA tests on

ranks, with and without RM (Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA)]

methods were used to evaluate the statistical significance of

differences between groups, followed by the appropriate

test (Holm-Sidak, Tukey, or Student–Newman–Keuls, in

this order of priority) for all the pairwise multiple-com-

parison analyses. When the normality (Shapiro–Wilk test)

and equal variance of the errors (Levene Median test)

assumptions were satisfied, the significance (p-value) and

the statistic F were reported.

When the normality assumption was not verified, the

significance (p-value) of the Chi-square (v2) was calcu-

lated using the ranks of the data rather than their numeric

values. Also, the H-statistic (One-way ANOVA on ranks

between two groups) and the sample size of data were used

to estimate the corresponding effect size index. Finally,

Z-tests were used to compare categorical variables.

Unless otherwise indicated, data are represented by the

mean ± SEM. For all the statistical tests, the significance

level (p-value) is indicated. The asterisks in the graphs

denote statistical significance: p-value\ 0.05 (*),\ 0.01

(**), or\ 0.001 (***).

Data collection, analysis and representations

Behavioral data collection. One-volt rectangular pulses

corresponding to platform climbs, and pellet delivery were

stored digitally on a computer for posterior analysis in

conjunction with the LFP data. Locomotor activities, and

EPM and OFT sessions were video recorded and analyzed

with the help of Ethovision 11.0 XT software and camera

by Noldus Information Technology and scored with The

Observer 11.5 XT software, also by Noldus. WCT and FCT

sessions were recorded with a handy camera (Sony HDR-

SR12E, Tokyo, Japan) and analyzed also with The

Observer XT 11.5.

In vivo LFP recordings. LFP activities were recorded

with Grass P511 differential amplifiers with a bandwidth of

0.1 Hz–3 kHz (Grass-Telefactor, West Warwick, RI, USA)

through a high-impedance probe (2 9 1012 X, 10 pF) and

stored digitally on a computer through analog-to-digital

converters (CED 1401 Plus; Cambridge Electronics

Design). LFPs were sampled at 5 kHz with an amplitude

resolution of 16 bits. For analysis, we selected 2-s LFP

epochs, collected from the two experimental phases (indi-

vidual and cooperative), and two experimental conditions

(BEFORE- and ON-platform).

LFP spectral decomposition and representation. The

computational tools used for neurophysiological signal

processing and analysis were customized MATLAB scripts

(version 9.4, R2018a. The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)

based on Chronux, (version 2.12, 2016. Website: http://

chronux.org/) by Mitra and Bokil (2008). Chronux is a

spectral analysis toolbox for MATLAB specialized in the

processing of brain signals, which has been validated and

widely used for experimental procedures, including LFPs.

Analyses in the frequency domain were carried out

according to the following frequency bands: delta

(3–6 Hz), low theta (6–9 Hz), high theta (9–12 Hz), beta

(12–32 Hz), and gamma (32–100 Hz). A high-pass filter

was applied to remove low-frequency (0–2 Hz) movement
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artifacts. A band-pass filter (0–200 Hz) was also applied to

remove artifacts produced by the animal’s chewing.

Analyses in the frequency and time–frequency domains

and coherence described in this section were computed

following the multitaper spectral estimation method

developed by Thomson (1982) and implemented in the

Chronux toolbox. The spectral power estimates the mag-

nitude of Fourier transforms in the frequency domain,

highlighting the frequencies with higher energy (power)

within the signals. Spectral power was computed for the

epochs selected for each phase and condition. Multitaper

spectrograms were also computed for all phases and con-

ditions to represent Fourier coefficients in the time–fre-

quency domains, which allowed us to inspect the moment

at which significant changes in power took place. Spec-

trograms were computed using a moving time window

(T) with a length of 500 ms (shifted in 10-ms increments)

and bandwidth (W) of 6 Hz, resulting in a bandwidth

product of 3 and K = 5 tapers. These parameters verify the

number of selected tapers (i.e., K = 2 9 T 9 W – 1 taper

or windowing functions). The multitaper estimates of the

spectrum with NT trials and K tapers were based on

computing NT 9 K Fourier transforms that determined an

appropriate number of degrees of freedom; dof = 2 9

NT 9 K for all the computations (see details in Conde-

Moro et al. 2019).

To study the functional connectivity between the LFPs

recorded from different brain structures, we computed the

LFP-LFP phase coherence and coherograms, revealing the

levels of oscillatory synchrony between electrodes from

different structures at certain frequencies.

Results

Immunofluorescence experiments

All groups successfully completed the cooperation
experiment

As described in Methods, 28 rats—group 1, group 2 and

group 3—were successfully trained in pairs in adjacent

Skinner boxes for the individual phase (phase I) and 18

rats—groups 2 and 3—were trained for the cooperation

phase (phase II).

During phase I, rats were trained to climb indepen-

dently—regardless of their partner’s behavior—onto the

platform to obtain a food pellet at a fixed (1:1) ratio. As

illustrated in the cumulative records (Fig. 2B–D), all rats

improved their performance across sessions. For the

majority of rats, the response onset started at session 3 and

continued increasing from that session on, showing a steep

slope between the third and the last training days:

average ± SD slope for group 1, 76.801 ± 22.46; group 2,

77.03 ± 26.01; and group 3, 94.24 ± 27.45. Although rat

#12 (pair 6) of group 1 (slope = 29.83) and rats #27 and

#28 (pair 14) of group 2 (slopes 41.5 and 41.33 respec-

tively) maintained a flatter curve until session 7, they

increased their response in the last two or three sessions.

All rats reached criterion from sessions 5 to 10. Rats in

group 1 (individual) were anesthetized and sacrificed the

day they reached criterion (see Methods for details).

During phase II, the remaining rats (groups 2 and 3)

were trained to climb onto their respective platforms and

stay on them simultaneously for at least 500 ms to mutu-

ally get a reward (a food pellet for each rat). As shown in

the cumulative reward graphs (Fig. 2E, F), all pairs of rats

learned to climb simultaneously onto the platform to

mutually obtain a reward and reached the selected criterion

between sessions 4 and 10. The response onset for most

pairs of animals was also observed from session 3, and the

slopes calculated revealed a steep increase in the number of

responses across days (group 2, 87.82 ± 17.31; group 3,

82.45 ± 14.04).

As in our previous study (Conde-Moro et al. 2019), the

18 rats that performed the cooperation phase—groups 2

and 3—also adopted different strategies. Although in that

work the number of platform climbs was similar for

leaders and followers, this time leader rats did significantly

more platform climbs (Fig. 3A, One-way ANOVA,

F = 18.0, p\ 0.001). For each pair, the rat that climbed

onto the platform significantly more times in first place,

and thus initiated more cooperation trials, was classified as

leader (Fig. 3B, One-way ANOVA, F = 14.40, p = 0.002),

while the partner was classified as follower. In addition,

leader rats did fewer wrong trials than the followers, but

the difference was not statistically significant (Fig. 3C,

One-way ANOVA, F = 1.07, p = 0.318).

Leader rats were less anxious than follower rats

Before the cooperation experiment, the four groups of rats

(n = 38) underwent a battery of validated behavioral tests

in an attempt to assess behavioral traits, such as anxiety

(EPM test), locomotor activity (OFT), and social domi-

nance (WCT and FCT).

Although leader rats, in general, spent more time in the

center area of the arena than followers, they presented a

high variability, and no significant differences between

leaders and followers were found in the percentage of time

spent in the center—and more anxiogenic—area of the

OFT (Supplementary Fig. 2A, One-way ANOVA,

F = 2.58, p = 0.12). No significant differences were found

either in the total distance traveled by leaders and followers

during this test (Supplementary Fig. 2B, One-way

ANOVA, F = 1.95, p = 1.81). After 10 min in the open
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field arena, a novel object was inserted in the center for

5 min. Again, there were no significant differences

between the percentage of time that leader and follower

rats spent in the object zone (Supplementary Fig. 2C, One-

way ANOVA, F = 1.10, p = 0.30).

However, leader rats spent significantly more time in

the open arms of the elevated plus-maze (Fig. 3D, One-

way ANOVA, F = 6.71, p = 0.02), showing lower levels of

anxiety. No significant differences were found in the

latency to enter the open arms (Fig. 3E, One-way ANOVA

on ranks, H = 0.24, p = 0.62). According to the scale

validated by Sandi et al. (2008), rats can be classified by

three different levels of anxiety based on the percentage of

time spent in the open arm of the EPM: low-anxious (LA,

more than 20% of the time in the open arms), intermediate-

anxious (IA, between 5 and 20% in the open arms), and

high-anxious (HA, less than 5% in the open arms). Most

leader rats in our study were classified as low-anxious

(Fig. 3F, LA = 66%, IA = 33%); no rat in the leader group

was classified as high-anxious. In the follower group, most

of the rats were classified as intermediate-anxious (Fig. 3F,

LA = 33%, IA = 61%, HA = 5%). These results indicate

that leader rats were in general less anxious than follower

rats.

Follower rats showed higher social dominance
than leader rats

For this experiment, we used WCTs and FCTs, in which

animals compete for resources (water or food) after a time

of deprivation. To measure social dominance, we calcu-

lated the percentage of time that rats spent drinking water

Fig. 3 Leader/follower, anxiety and social dominance. A-C,

Leader/follower strategy to cooperate. A, Average number of

platform climbs during Phase II (cooperation) of leaders (in green)

and follower rats (in purple). Leader rats climbed significantly more

times onto the platform than follower rats (One-way ANOVA,

F = 18.00, p\ 0.001). B, Average number of times that leader and

follower rats climbed in first place onto the platform during the

cooperative phase. Leader rats climbed significantly more times in

first place (One-way ANOVA, F = 14.40, p = 0.002), initiating the

cooperation trials more times. C, Average number of wrong trials for

leader and follower rats. Although there is a tendency for leader rats

to make fewer wrong responses, there were no significant differences

between them (One-way ANOVA, F = 1.073, p = 0.318). D–E,

Anxiety levels (groups 2 and 3). D, Average time (percentage) spent

in the open arms of the elevated plus maze (EPM). Leader rats spent

significantly more time than followers in open arms (One-way

ANOVA, F = 6.71, p = 0.02), which indicates lower levels of

anxiety. E, Latency to enter any of the open arms (in seconds) for

leader and follower rats. No significant differences were found

between leaders and followers in this case (One-way ANOVA on

ranks, H = 0.24, p = 0.62). F, Percentage of leader and follower rats

that fell into the three categories of anxiety established: low-anxious

(LA, more than 20% of the time spent in the open arms of the EPM),

medium-anxious (MA, between 5 and 20% of the time in open arms),

and high-anxious (HA, less than 5% of the time in open arms). Most

leader rats were classified as low-anxious (66%), while most follower
rats were classified as intermediate-anxious (61%). G–H, Social

dominance (groups 2 and 3). G, Percentage of time drinking water

during the water competition test. Leaders and followers spent a

similar percentage of time drinking water (One-way ANOVA,

F = 0.18, p = 0.67). H, Percentage of food pellets eaten during the

food competition test. Follower rats ate a significantly higher

percentage of food pellets than leaders (One-way ANOVA,

F = 8.69, p = 0.01). I, Social dominance index, based on the

percentage of time drinking water, the percentage of food pellets

eaten, and the number of aggressions and successful displacements

from the water bottle or feeder. Follower rats showed a significantly

higher level of social dominance (One-way ANOVA, F = 5.29,

p = 0.03) than leader rats during these tests
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during the water competition test and the percentage of

food intake during the food competition test. Leader and

follower rats spent a similar percentage of time drinking

water in the water competition test (Fig. 3G, One-way

ANOVA, F = 0.18, p = 0.67), while follower rats ate a

significantly higher percentage of food pellets during the

food competition test (Fig. 3H, One-way ANOVA,

F = 8.69, p = 0.01).

To have a deeper insight of the hierarchical dynamics

taking place, we summed the number of successful dis-

placements and aggressions to the social dominance index

based on the work of Costa, et al., (2021). We found that

follower rats showed a significantly higher level of social

dominance (Fig. 3I, One-way ANOVA, F = 5.29,

p = 0.03) than leader rats during these tests.

c-FOS expression was higher in PrL D1-
containing cells of leader rats during cooperation

To determine the level of activation of putative neuronal

groups involved in cooperation behaviors (D1- and D2-

receptor containing cells and GABAergic cells), 3 groups

of rats participated in the cooperation experiment; they

were sacrificed at key moments and their brain tissue was

collected. Group 1 participated in the protocol until

reaching criterion for the individual phase, group 2 par-

ticipated in the protocol until reaching criterion for the

cooperation phase, and group 3 completed the whole pro-

tocol (10 sessions of individual training and 10 of coop-

erative training). A control group participated in the

previous behavioral tests (i.e., open field, elevated plus) but

not in the cooperation experiment (Fig. 2A).

Analysis of the percentage of c-FOS expression in PrL

cortex dopaminergic receptor expressing cells revealed a

significantly higher activation of D1-containing cells of

leader rats from group 2 during the cooperation phase

(Fig. 4A, B, One-way ANOVA, F = 16.95, p = 0.007),

while non-significant differences were found between

leaders and followers from group 3 (Fig. 4C, D, One-way

ANOVA, F = 5.33, p = 0.08), although the activation level

of D1-containing cells was higher for leader rats.

The levels of c-FOS expression in D2-containing cells

were lower than those in D1-containing cells (Fig. 4A, B).

The highest levels of activation of D2-containing cells

were also observed for leader rats during the cooperation

phase (Fig. 4A, B), although the difference between leader

and follower rats was not significant (Fig. 4B, One-way

ANOVA, F = 1.63, p = 0.24; D, One-way ANOVA,

F = 1.44, p = 0.29).

During the individual phase, and contrarily to what

happened during cooperation, the rats predicted to be fol-

lowers (predicted followers) presented higher percentages

of c-FOS expression than the ones predicted to be leaders

(predicted leaders), but this difference was non-significant

(Supplementary Fig. 3C, D, One-way ANOVA, F = 0.68,

p = 0.42). The same happened in the control group (Sup-

plementary Fig. 3A, B, One-way ANOVA on ranks,

H = 0.02, p = 0.93). Non-significant differences were

found between the level of activation of D2 cells for pre-

dicted leaders and predicted followers during the individ-

ual phase (Supplementary Fig. 3D, One-way ANOVA on

ranks, H = 2.41, p = 0.11) and in the control group (Sup-

plementary Fig. 3B, One-way ANOVA, F = 1.85,

p = 0.20).

Regarding the percentage of c-FOS activation in

GABAergic cells during the cooperative phase, although

leader rats presented higher levels of activation than fol-

lowers, non-significant differences were found in the levels

of c-FOS expression for GABAergic cells between leaders

and followers of groups 2 (Supplementary Fig. 4A, B, One-

way ANOVA, F = 2.50, p = 0.12) and 3 (Supplementary

Fig. 4C, D, One-way ANOVA, F = 1.62, p = 0.22).

In GABAergic cells, the levels of c-FOS expression

were higher in predicted follower rats during the individual

phase and in the control group, but, again, the differences

between predicted leaders and predicted followers were

not significant (Supplementary Fig. 5A, B, One-way

ANOVA, F = 0.49, p = 0.49. Supplementary Fig. 5C, D,

One-way ANOVA, F = 2.15, p = 0.16).

Electrophysiological experiments

All groups successfully completed
the cooperation experiment

As described in Methods, during the cooperation experi-

ment we analyzed LFPs recorded from three different brain

regions: the PrL cortex, the NAc, and the BLA. A total of

10 rats were successfully trained pair-wise in the adjacent

Skinner boxes for the individual phase (phase I) and the

cooperation phase (phase II).

During phase I, rats were trained to climb indepen-

dently—regardless of their partner’s behavior—onto the

platform to obtain a pellet of food at a fixed 1:1 ratio. As

illustrated in the acquisition curve (Fig. 5A), rats improved

their performance across sessions. Compared with session

1, the average number of correct responses increased sig-

nificantly from session 4 on (RM-One-way ANOVA,

multiple comparisons: S04, p\ 0.05; S05, S06, and S07,

p\ 0.01), showing an even higher increase in the last three

sessions (S08, S09, and S10, p\ 0.001).

During phase II, rats were trained to climb onto their

respective platforms and stay on them simultaneously for at

least 500 ms to mutually get a reward (a food pellet for

each rat). As shown in the acquisition curve in Fig. 5B, rats
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learned to climb simultaneously onto the platform for the

mutual reward, and the number of cooperation trials also

increased significantly in session 4 (RM-One-way

ANOVA, multiple comparisons, S04, p\ 0.01), and from

sessions 7 to 10 (RM-One-way ANOVA, multiple com-

parisons, S07, S08, S09, and S10, p\ 0.001).

To examine the oscillatory activity occurring in these

brain areas during the two phases, 2-s epochs were selected

from the continuous recordings obtained during two dif-

ferent situations: ‘‘BEFORE-platform’’, comprising the 2 s

before the animals climbed onto the platform, and ‘‘ON-

platform’’, which refers to the 2 s after the animal climbed

on the platform.

Figure 5C–E shows a visualization of normalized and

averaged spectral-power results for all frequency bands

during the individual and cooperative phase. In general,

when rats were cooperating on the platform the PrL cortex

presented higher power in delta, low theta, and high theta

bands. These bands also showed increases in power when

rats were individually on the platform, but to a lower

degree (Fig. 5C). The highest powers for the NAc were

also observed during the cooperative phase, when high

theta increased before the climb onto the platform to

Fig. 4 c-FOS expression in PrL D1- and D2-containing cells of

cooperation groups (groups 2 and 3). A, C, Coronal brain sections

from animals in groups 2 and 3 labeled for c-FOS (red channel),

DAPI (blue channel), and the selected antibodies against the main cell

types of the PrL. Goat anti-Substance P for staining D1-containing

cells (green channel) and rabbit anti-Enkephalin for staining D2-

containing cells (gray channel). The photomicrographs corresponding

to Group 2, in which rats were trained to cooperate until reaching the

criterion for the cooperation phase, are shown in A, and the

photomicrographs in C correspond to group 3, which performed the

whole cooperative phase (10 sessions). B, D, Percentage of c-FOS

activation in each group. B, D1-containing cells were significantly

more active in leaders than in followers during the cooperation phase

(One-way ANOVA, F = 16.95, p = 0.007). The activation of D2-

containing cells was lower than that of D1 cells, and the highest

activation was also observed in the leader rats from group 2.

However, the difference between leaders and followers was not

significant (One-way ANOVA, F = 1.63, p = 0.24). D, Leader rats

from group 3 (C), which completed the 10 days of the task, also

showed higher activation for D1 and D2 cells, but the difference was

not significant (One-way ANOVA, F = 1.44, p = 0.29)
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cooperate, while delta and low theta did so after the climb

onto the platform (Fig. 5D). The BLA showed less acti-

vation than the aforementioned areas, having the maximum

activity when rats were individually on the platform,

especially in the delta band (Fig. 5E).

To know more about the functional connectivity

between the brain areas of interest, we calculated the LFP-

LFP coherence in the frequency domain between elec-

trodes from the three areas of interest: PrL-NAc, PrL-BLA,

and NAc-BLA at different moments (BEFORE- and ON-

platform) and for both phases (individual and cooperative).

The epochs analyzed were the same as in the previous

spectral power analysis (2-s epochs, NT = 70 per

condition).

Figure 5F–H shows a visualization of averaged LFP-

LFP coherence results for all frequency bands and phases.

In general, the connectivity between the PrL and NAc

showed the highest coherence value in the theta band

before the rats climbed onto the platform individually,

followed by an increase in delta band before they climbed

onto the platform to cooperate. During cooperation the

connectivity in the delta band decreased, increasing in theta

(low and high) (Fig. 5F). For the PrL-BLA, the highest

coherence values were found in the low theta band when

rats were individually ON-platform and in high theta when

rats were cooperating ON-platform (Fig. 5G). The NAc-

BLA connectivity increased in delta and theta bands before

the climb to cooperate. Delta also showed high coherence

when rats were individually ON-platform (Fig. 5H).

Spectral power of PrL cortex, NAc, and BLA
was higher before rats climbed onto the platform
individually

Comparisons of the spectral power (Fig. 6A–C) and spec-

tral dynamic analysis (spectrograms, Fig. 6D–I) of LFPs

recorded from the two conditions—BEFORE- and ON-

platform—during the individual phase revealed signifi-

cantly higher power (jackknife estimates of the variance,

p\ 0.05) in the three selected brain areas before the ani-

mals climbed individually onto the platform as compared

with the 2 s on the platform. In the PrL cortex, a significant

increase in power was observed in the bandwidth in the

range 8–11 Hz (Fig. 6A; jackknife estimates of the vari-

ance, p\ 0.05). The dynamic analysis represented in

Fig. 6D indicates that the differences were particularly of

note around 1 s after the rats climbed onto the platform,

while the significant differences found (Fig. 6G) indicate

higher activity for the 15–20 Hz band during the first

second ON-platform and for the 10–20 Hz band 2 s after

the climbing individually onto the platform. These differ-

ences were not detected by the comparison of average

spectral power in Fig. 6A. In the NAc, the spectral power

BEFORE-platform was significantly higher from 2 to 6 Hz

and from 9 to 20 Hz (Fig. 6B), and the dynamic analysis

confirmed these findings, revealing that the power values in

the NAc were higher from 2 to 1 s BEFORE-platform. The

power values in the BLA were also significantly higher

BEFORE-platform for the 2–5 Hz and 11–17 Hz bands

(Fig. 6C). The spectrograms in Fig. 6F, I, revealed that the

power increase in the range 2–5 Hz observed in Fig. 6C

was greater around 1 s BEFORE-platform, while the dif-

ferences found from 11 to 17 Hz were greater 2 s and

500 ms BEFORE-platform.

bFig. 5 Cooperative task learning and general spectral power and

coherence. A–B. Characteristics of the acquisition curves during the

cooperation experiment. A, Phase I: Individual platform training. Rats

(n = 10) were trained to individually climb onto a platform to obtain a

pellet of food at a fixed (1:1) ratio. Rats were trained for up to 10

sessions. Compared with session 1, the number of correct responses

increased significantly from session 4 on (RM-One-way ANOVA,

S04, p\ 0.05; S05, S06, S07, p\ 0.01), showing an even greater

increase in the last three sessions (RM-One-way ANOVA, S08, S09,

S10, p\ 0.001). B, Phase II: Cooperative training. Rats had to climb

onto their respective platform and stay on it simultaneously

for[ 0.5 s to mutually get a reward. Rats were trained for up to 10

sessions. Compared with session 1, the number of cooperation trials

also increased significantly in session 4 (RM-One-way ANOVA, S04,

p\ 0.01), and from sessions 6 to 10 (RM-One-way ANOVA, S06–

S10, p\ 0.001). C-E, Visual summary of results found in LFP

analysis from the 3 recording sites during both conditions and phases.

C, Mean spectral power per band of LFPs in PrL cortex BEFORE-

and ON-platform during individual and cooperative phases. Note the

highest spectral power was found for the delta band ON-platform

during cooperation and ON-platform individually, although at a lower

level. The theta band also presented high values during cooperation

ON-platform. D, Same as in C for the NAc. Note that the highest

spectral powers were found in high theta band BEFORE-platform and

in delta ON-platform for the cooperative phase. E, Same as in C for

the BLA. Note that the highest spectral power values were found in

delta and theta bands when rats were individually ON-platform. F–H,

Visual summary of results found in coherence analysis between the

three recording sites during both conditions and phases. F, Mean

coherence per band between LFPs recorded in PrL cortex and NAc,

BEFORE- and ON-platform during individual and cooperative

phases. Note the highest coherence values were found in the theta

band BEFORE-platform during the individual phase and theta bands

ON-platform during cooperation. Delta also showed high values

before rats climbed onto the platform to cooperate. G, Same as in

F for the PrL-BLA. Note that the highest coherence values were

found in the low theta band when rats were individually ON-platform

and in high theta when rats were cooperating ON-platform. H, Same

as in F for NAc-BLA. Note that the highest coherence values were

found in delta and theta bands BEFORE-platform. Delta also showed

high coherence when rats were individually ON-platform
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Spectral power of PrL cortex and NAc increased
when rats climbed onto the platform
to cooperate

Comparisons of the spectral power (Fig. 7A–C) and spec-

tral dynamic analysis (spectrograms, Fig. 7D–I) of LFPs

recorded for the two conditions—BEFORE- and ON-plat-

form—during the cooperative phase showed a significant

increase in the spectral power of PrL cortex in frequencies

of 3–5 Hz, 7–10 Hz, and 14–19 Hz (jackknife estimates of

the variance, p\ 0.05) when rats were cooperating ON-

platform compared with the seconds BEFORE-platform to

Fig. 6 Spectral powers and multitaper spectrograms of LFPs recorded

in the PrL cortex, and NAc and BLA areas during Phase I

(individual). A-C, Spectral analysis for LFPs of 2-s epochs (NT =

70 per condition) acquired from five pairs of rats (n = 10) when they

were individually ON-platform (red) compared with 2 s BEFORE-

platform (blue). The lines represent the averaged spectrum of trials

for each condition and the colored shaded areas the jackknife error

bars. The gray shaded areas indicate the frequency ranges where the

average spectral powers for each condition were significantly

different. The spectral power in the delta band was significantly

higher BEFORE-platform than ON-platform in the three areas for the

lower frequencies. During the individual phase, the spectral power in

the PrL cortex showed significantly higher power values in the theta

band BEFORE-platform, while the NAc and BLA showed signifi-

cantly higher spectral power in the high theta and beta bands. D–I,

Multitaper spectrograms of the same epochs analyzed in A–C showing

dynamic changes in LFP activities in the PrL cortex, NAc, and BLA

areas 2 s BEFORE- D–F and 2 s ON-platform G–I. Comparison of

spectrograms for the two situations (BEFORE- and ON-). The dashed

lines indicate the areas in which each spectrogram was significantly

higher than the other (jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05).

In the PrL cortex D, G, the spectral power of the theta band was

significantly higher 1 s BEFORE-platform. ON-platform there were

significantly higher power values for the beta band along second 1,

and high theta and beta at the end of second 2. In the NAc E, H, the

spectral power BEFORE-platform was significantly higher than ON-

platform, especially in the delta and low theta bands 2 s BEFORE-

platform and high theta and beta 1.5 s BEFORE- the climbing onto

the platform
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cooperate (Fig. 7A). The dynamic analysis in Fig. 7D–G

confirmed these findings and revealed that the spectral

power was significantly higher, particularly at 0–10 Hz

during the first second ON-platform and at 10–20 Hz after

500 ms ON-platform (jackknife estimates of the variance,

p\ 0.05). The spectral power observed in the NAc

(Fig. 7B) was significantly higher BEFORE-platform to

cooperate at 7–11 Hz (jackknife estimates of the variance,

p\ 0.05). The comparison of multitaper spectrograms in

Fig. 7E–H showed that the predominant power BEFORE-

platform was especially high for the band ranging between

7 and 15 Hz 2 s and from 4 to 15 Hz 1 s BEFORE-

Fig. 7 Spectral powers and multitaper spectrograms of LFPs recorded

in the PrL cortex, and NAc and BLA areas during Phase II

(cooperative). A–C, Same configuration as Fig. 6 but for the

cooperative phase. The spectral power in the delta band was

significantly higher BEFORE-platform than ON-platform in the three

areas for the lower frequencies. Note that spectral power of the PrL

cortex A was significantly higher when the rats were ON-platform in

the delta, theta, and beta bands, while the spectral power observed in

the NAc B was significantly higher in the delta band when rats were

ON-platform, and higher in the theta band BEFORE-platform. The

activity of the BLA C decreased significantly as rats climbed onto the

platform, being significantly higher in all the frequency bands before

the rats climbed onto the platform. D–I, Multitaper spectrograms of

the same epochs analyzed in A–C showing dynamic changes in LFP

activities in the PrL cortex, and NAc and BLA areas in the moments

BEFORE- D–F and ON-platform G–I. The spectrograms for the two

situations, BEFORE- and ON-, were compared, and the dashed lines

indicate the areas in which each spectrogram was significantly higher

than the other (jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). The

spectrograms indicated highest activity of delta and theta bands

occurred within the first second ON-platform in the PrL cortex D,

G. In the NAc E, H, the spectral power BEFORE-platform was

significantly higher than ON-platform across almost the whole time

window, while the activity in the delta band was higher within the

first second ON-platform. In the BLA E, H, the spectrograms showed

higher power BEFORE- than ON-platform for almost the whole time

window
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platform (jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). A

significant increase in the power of the NAc at 3–4 Hz

around 1.5 s after the climbing onto the platform was

revealed in Fig. 7H. The spectral power of BLA was sig-

nificantly higher at 3–20 Hz (Fig. 7C) and the spectrogram

comparison shown in Fig. 7F–I indicated a significant

decrease of power when rats were ON-platform for prac-

tically the whole time window analyzed.

Coherence between PrL and NAc in the theta
band increased before rats climbed individually
onto the platform

After comparing the spectral powers from the structures

under study, we compared the averaged spectral coherence

during the two conditions (BEFORE- and ON-platform).

After that, to obtain deeper knowledge about the time in

which these changes in coherence were taking place for

each area, we computed multitaper coherograms for each

condition and compared them with the jackknife estimates

of the variance method.

As shown in Fig. 8A, during the individual phase the

coherence between the PrL cortex and the NAc was quite

similar for the two different moments analyzed (BEFORE-

and ON-platform) except for the range 8–11 Hz, where the

coherence was significantly higher before rats climbed

individually onto the platform (jackknife estimates of the

variance, p\ 0.05). The dynamic analysis illustrated in

Fig. 8D–G revealed that the highest coherence magnitudes

between the PrL cortex and the NAc were found BEFORE-

platform, especially from 3 to 4 Hz 1.5 s BEFORE- and

from 13 to 16 Hz, at around 1.5 s BEFORE-platform. The

coherence between PrL cortex and the BLA was also

similar for the two conditions (Fig. 8B), except around

6 Hz, which was significantly higher ON-platform (jack-

knife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). The opposite

happened at 10 Hz, where the coherence between the PrL

cortex and the BLA increased BEFORE-platform. The

coherograms in Fig. 8E–H revealed significantly higher

coherence clusters BEFORE-platform, particularly 2 s

BEFORE- in the range 6–9 Hz, and at 5 Hz and 15 Hz 1 s

BEFORE-platform and 6 Hz to 9 Hz and 16 Hz 500 ms

BEFORE-platform. The coherence between the NAc and

the BLA was significantly higher when rats were individ-

ually ON-platform from 4 to 6 Hz and 7 Hz to 10 Hz

(Fig. 8C, jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05)

and the coherograms in Fig. 8F–I confirmed these differ-

ences, indicating significantly higher coherence from 3 to

6 Hz 1 s after rats climbed individually onto the platform

and from 7 to 9 Hz 500 ms after the climbing ON-platform

(jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). Some small

clusters were significantly higher 500 ms before the

climbing onto the platform at 8 Hz and 15 Hz.

The coherence between the PrL cortex
and the NAc in the high theta band increased
when rats were cooperating on the platform

As shown in Fig. 9A, during the cooperative phase the

coherence between the PrL cortex and the NAc was sig-

nificantly higher when rats were cooperating ON-platform

at 8–10 Hz and at 18–19 Hz (Fig. 9A, jackknife estimates

of the variance, p\ 0.05). This result was confirmed by the

dynamic analysis illustrated in Fig. 9D–G, revealing the

highest coherence magnitudes between the PrL cortex and

the NAc 500 ms to 1 s after rats climbed ON-platform at

10–15 Hz, and another significantly higher cluster at

17–20 Hz right after they climbed ON-platform (jackknife

estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). It is worth mentioning

that the peak of coherence around 8–10 Hz observed dur-

ing the individual phase before the climb onto the platform

(Fig. 8A) disappeared during cooperation (Fig. 9A). In

addition, coherence in this band during cooperation

increased.

The coherence between PrL cortex and the BLA was

similar for the two conditions (Fig. 9B), except at

18–19 Hz. The peak coherence was found around 10 Hz,

for the ON-platform condition, although the differences

were not significant. The coherograms in Fig. 9E–H were

very similar, revealing only small clusters of higher

coherence at 17–20 Hz 2 s before the climbing onto the

platform. The coherence between the NAc and the BLA

was significantly higher when rats were cooperating ON-

platform at 8–10 Hz (Fig. 9C) and significantly higher

BEFORE-platform at 15–17 Hz (jackknife estimates of the

variance, p\ 0.05). The coherograms in Figurre 9F–I sit-

uated these differences in small clusters, showing the

highest coherence at 9–14 Hz 200 ms BEFORE-platform

and around 14 Hz 200 ms after the climbing onto the

platform. The coherence between the PrL cortex and BLA

and between NAc and BLA showed high coherence in the

band at 10–15 Hz 1 s after the climbing ON-platform, but

the differences with the BEFORE-platform conditions were

not significant.

Discussion

The present study convincingly shows that couples of rats

are able to cooperate in an instrumental conditioning task

for a mutual reinforcement. This is not just the case of

coordinated (i.e., the two animals carrying out the same

motor sequences), but of collaborative (each rat carried out

complementary actions to those of its partner) activities

(Boesch and Boesch 1989; Wang et al. 2018). Beyond

former studies pointing to this possibility (Lopuch and
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Popick, 2011; Carvalho et al. 2018; Conde-Moro et al.

2019), the present work identifies the specific PrL cell

types engaged in this behavior, as well as the way this

information is propagated to selected downstream brain

regions (BLA, NAc).

Leader and follower rats show different learning
strategies and a distinct pattern of PrL activation

In this work, before the cooperation experiment, most

leader rats presented low levels of anxiety, while most

follower rats presented intermediate levels of anxiety

(Fig. 3D–F). According to Herrero et al. (2006) and

Venero et al. (2004), higher levels of trait-anxiety in

rodents are related to impaired learning and memory. This

could explain why follower animals in our experiments—

presenting higher trait-anxiety than leaders—had more

difficulty in grasping the requirements to complete the

cooperation trials. In this sense, leaders would likely be

less anxious animals and present a better cognitive per-

formance. The locomotor activity was similar for both

leaders and followers, indicating that the differences

observed in brain activity are not related to differences in

locomotion. Regarding social competition, we hypothe-

sized that leader rats would present higher levels of dom-

inance than followers, but to our surprise, followers scored

Fig. 8 Functional connectivity between LFPs from electrodes located

in different brain structures during Phase I (individual). A-C, Spectral

coherence between PrL-NAc A, PrL-BLA B, and NAc-BLA C when

rats were ON-platform (red) compared with 2 s BEFORE-platform

(blue). The gray shaded areas indicate the frequency ranges where the

average spectral powers for each condition were significantly

different. D–I, time–frequency coherograms of the structures ana-

lyzed in A–C showing dynamic changes in phase coherence

(jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05) between PrL-NAc,

PrL-BLA, and NAc-BLA in the moments BEFORE- D–F and ON-

platform G–I. The coherograms for the two situations, BEFORE- and

ON-, were compared, and the dashed lines indicate the areas in which

each coherogram was significantly higher than the other (jackknife

estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). Note that the coherence

magnitude between PrL and NAc was higher BEFORE-platform

than ON-platform in the theta and delta bands (jackknife estimates of

the variance, p\ 0.05). The coherence between PRL and BLA was

higher in the low theta band when rats were ON-platform (jackknife

estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05), particularly 1 s after climbing,

and in the high theta band 2 s and 500 ms BEFORE-platform. The

coherence between NAc and BLA was significantly higher ON-

platform (jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05) and signif-

icantly higher in the delta and theta bands, particularly around 1 s

after the climbing onto the platform
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higher in the social dominance index. These results were

consistent with the Larrieu et al. (2017) study, in which

animals classified as dominants also presented higher trait-

anxiety.

Results from the co-localization analysis in the PrL

cortex indicated that leader rats participating in the coop-

eration phase presented higher c-FOS activation in neurons

containing D1 receptors than follower ones. This activation

was also higher than that presented by leaders and fol-

lowers during the individual phase and by the control

group, suggesting the involvement of these medium-spiny

neurons in the acquisition of the cooperative task. Previous

neuroanatomical studies found that most prefrontal cortex

(PFC) neurons express either D1 or D2 receptors, rather

than expressing both in the same neurons (Vincent et al.

1993; Gaspar et al. 1995; Santana et al. 2009). This

anatomical differentiation separates PFC dopaminergic

receptor containing neurons in two populations, which

would project to different subcortical areas.

In this work, c-FOS activation of cells containing D2

receptors and participating in the cooperation phase also

increased in comparison with the control and the individual

groups, although the differences between leaders and fol-

lowers were not significant, suggesting that these cells

could also play a role in the cooperation process, and be

worth further analysis.

Fig. 9 Functional connectivity between LFPs from electrodes located

in different brain structures during Phase II (cooperative). A-C,

Spectral coherence between PrL-NAc A, PrL-BLA B, and NAc-BLA

C when rats were ON-platform (red) compared with 2 s BEFORE-

platform (blue). The gray shaded areas indicate the frequency ranges

where the average spectral powers for each condition were signifi-

cantly different. D–I, time–frequency coherograms of the structures

analyzed in A–C showing dynamic changes in phase coherence

between PrL-NAc, PrL-BLA, and NAc-BLA in the moments

BEFORE- D-F and ON-platform G–I. The coherograms for the two

situations, BEFORE- and ON-, were compared, and the dashed lines

indicate the areas in which each coherogram was significantly higher

than the other (jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). Note

that the coherence magnitude between PrL and NAc was significantly

higher ON-platform than BEFORE-platform in the theta and beta

bands (jackknife estimates of the variance, p\ 0.05). Note the

significantly higher coherence cluster 0.5–1 s after rats climbed ON-

platform at 10–15 Hz in the coherogram G. The coherence between

the NAc and the BLA was significantly higher when rats were

cooperating ON-platform at 8–10 Hz and significantly higher

BEFORE-platform at 15–17 Hz (jackknife estimates of the variance,

p\ 0.05)
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PrL and related subcortical circuits (NAc and BLA)
are involved in the cooperative acquisition
of an instrumental conditioning task

After showing the involvement of the PrL cortex in

cooperation and identifying cell types that increased their

activation during this task, we recorded LFPs from other

subcortical structures, such as the NAc and the BLA,

known to receive and send projections to PrL neurons and

to have an important role in social behaviors.

In this study, rats completed the cooperation task suc-

cessfully, but rats’ strategies to cooperate were more

homogeneous than in previous experiments (Conde-Moro

et al. 2019), and there was not a clear difference between

leaders and followers. This might be due to the adaptations

of the cooperation experiment or to differences between rat

batches, as some might contain less anxious rats, which, as

mentioned before, should present fewer cognitive impair-

ments and thus show better performance in the task

(Venero et al. 2004; Herrero et al. 2006).

The analysis of the averaged spectral power and time–

frequency decomposition showed that the highest spectral

power was found in the PrL (delta band) when rats were

cooperating on the platform. This increase was greater

during the first second after the climbing onto the platform.

When rats were cooperating on the platform, the power in

low and high theta bands also increased significantly

compared with moments of resting individually on the

platform or before climbing onto it. These findings support

those found in our previous work (Conde-Moro et al. 2019)

suggesting the involvement of the PrL cortex in the

acquisition of a cooperative task. LFPs recorded in the NAc

showed interesting power dynamics as well. Delta and low

theta ranges were selectively more active during the first

second of cooperation, while the high theta band had a

considerable dip at this same moment. As previously noted,

dopaminergic receptors containing neurons located in the

rat PrL cortex project to the NAc (Ongür and Price 2000)

and to other subcortical structures that, in conjunction, can

modulate social behavior (Grossman, 2013; Gunaydin et al.

2014). According to Goto and Grace (2015), a dopamine

release from the PFC can modulate the activity of the NAc

in goal-directed behaviors. The co-localization results in

this study showed that the activity of D1-containing cells in

the PrL is increased in leader rats during cooperation. Jenni

et al. (2017) found that dopamine in PFC D1 receptors

reinforces responses, providing larger rewards through

connections to the NAc, while dopamine on PFC D2

receptors facilitates adjustments in decision-making

through connections to the BLA. Following this argument,

it would be reasonable to assume that the D1 neurons that

were more active during the cooperation task in our rats are

those likely projecting to the NAc, rather than to the BLA.

Additionally, in the connectivity analysis, we observed

that when rats were cooperating on the platform, there was

higher phase coherence between the LFPs recorded in the

PrL cortex and the NAc in the 9–15 Hz frequency range

(high theta) than before they climbed onto the platform,

especially 1.5–1 s on the platform. BEFORE-platform, the

highest coherence was found in the delta and theta bands

0.5–1 s before the climbing onto the platform. These

findings add more evidence to suggest an involvement of

populations of cells in the NAc in the decision of climbing

onto the platform to cooperate or in the prediction of a

mutual reward by cooperating with a conspecific. Addi-

tionally, the electrophysiological experiments included in

this study and our previous one (Conde-Moro et al. 2019)

showed an increase in the spectral power of LFPs recorded

in the PrL due to cooperation, suggesting that the increased

power observed in the NAc was related to the dopamine

release from the PrL and not only to endogenous activity

from the NAc.

According to Liu et al. (1994), Haber and McFarland

(1999), and Goto and Grace (2015), the NAc could act as a

gatekeeper, controlling what information is important

enough to get access to basal ganglia nuclei, such as the

amygdala. In this work, the highest power found in the

BLA was in the delta, and low and high theta bands, when

rats were individually on the platform. The connectivity

analysis also indicated higher levels of coherence between

the NAc and the BLA when rats were individually on the

platform. The highest coherence during the cooperation

phase was found between the NAc and the BLA in the theta

band before the climbing onto the platform, which is

consistent with the accentuated decrease in BLA power in

all the bands and across the whole time window observed

during the cooperation phase. The amygdala has been

proposed to contribute to social cognition (Adolphs 2010;

Bickart et al. 2014) and it is known that the BLA sends

strong projections to the PRL cortex and the NAc (Groe-

newegen et al., 1990; Haber et al. 1995), structures known

to modulate emotional and motivational processing,

including the motivational aspects of predicting cues

(Davis 1922; Everitt et al. 2000). Thus, we consider that

the BLA might be involved in the prediction and antici-

pation of the task outcome.

The fact that during the individual phase the activity of

almost all areas studied did not differ much before and after

the climbing onto the platform, and that all the changes we

observed took place during the cooperative phase, leads us

to conclude that the changes in brain activity observed in

this work are due to the cooperative aspect of the task and

not to the rewarding effect that other task requirements

could have for the rats (such as climbing onto the platform)
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or for the mere social component of it (i.e., being in the

apparatus with a cagemate), as all of these conditions were

also met during the individual phase.
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